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RELAYS

A PROBLEM OF POWER SUPPLY OF
MICROPROCESSOR-BASED PROTECTIVE RELAYS
IN EMERGENCY MODE
By Gurevich Vladimir, Ph.D., Israel Electric Corp., Central Electric Laboratory

T

his article discusses a problem
for power supply of microprocessor-based protective
relays with AC and DC auxiliary voltage
on substation in emergency mode.
As is known, both auxiliary AC and
DC voltages are used at power substations. Use of DC auxiliary voltage
increases the essential reliability of relay
protection due to use of a powerful battery, capable of supporting the required
voltage level on the crucial elements of
the substation at emergency mode with
the AC power network disconnected.
However, this increase of reliability
comes at the cost of an essential rise in
price of the substation and its maintenance. On the other hand, electromechanical relays of all types do not
demand an external auxiliary power supply for proper operation, as their operation requires input signals only. There
may be some problem when it is necessary to energize the trip coil of the highvoltage circuit breaker at loss of auxiliary
voltage in the emergency mode, but this
problem has been solved for a long time
and simply enough through use of a stor-

Fig. 1. One of the modern capacitor trip
unit providing accumulation and long storage of energy for a feed of trip coil of circuit breaker at absence of an auxiliary
voltage.
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age capacitor. It is constantly charged at
the normal operating mode from the AC
auxiliary power supply through a rectifier and provides a power current pulse to
the trip coil on operation of the protective
relay in the emergency mode.
A modern capacitor trip unit contains, in addition, little nickel-cadmium
cells and a low-power solid state inverter
for an output voltage of 250V, through
which the main capacitor is constantly
recharged from a battery while auxiliary
voltage is disconnected.
The power capacity of the inverter
makes mill watts which are spent only
for compensation of self-discharging of
the capacitor. Such compact devices (Fig.
1) are issued by many companies and
allow keeping the capacitor charged for
several days. Clearly, in such conditions,
sufficient reliability of relay protection,
even on an operative alternating current,
is provided. For this reason, the operative alternating current is applied very
widely.
The situation began to change with
the introduction of microprocessor-based
relays and the mass replacement of
electromechanical relays by them. To the
many problems caused by this transition,
one more problem was added. As is
known, the internal switching-mode
power supply, admitting use as auxiliary
AC and DC voltages, has an overwhelming majority of micro-processor-based
protective relays (MPR). Therefore, at
first sight, there should be no reason to
interfere with the use of an auxiliary AC
voltage on substations with MPR. The
problem arises when there is not enough
power for normal operation of an overwhelming majority of MPR and only the
presence of corresponding input signals
(for electromechanical relays) requiring a
feed from an auxiliary supply. How will
the MPR behave at loss of this feed at
failure mode when the hard work of the
microprocessor and other internal elements is required? How will the complex

relay protection (containing some of
MPR, incorporated in the common system by means of the network communication when there are also losses of auxiliary feed) function? How will the MPR
behave during voltage sags (brief reductions in voltage, typically lasting from a
cycle to a second or so, or tens of milliseconds to hundreds of milliseconds)
during failure? We shall try to answer
these questions.
The internal switching-mode power
supply of the MPR contains, as a rule, a
smoothing capacitor of rather large
capacity, capable of supporting the function of the relay during a short time period. According to research which has
been conducted by General Electric for
various types of MPR, this time interval
takes 30-100 ms. In view of this time of
reaction, the MPR for emergency operation lays in the same interval and
depends on this type of emergency mode,
it is impossible to tell definitely, whether
the protective relay will have sufficient
time to work properly. At any rate, it is
not possible to guarantee its reliable
work. It is a specially problematic functioning of protection relays with the time
delay, for example the distance protection with several zones (steps of time
delay, reaching up to 0.5 – 3.0 s). Also it
is only possible to guess what will take
place with the differential protection containing two remote complete sets of the
relay, at loss of a feed of one of them
only.
Voltage sags are the most common
power disturbance. At a typical industrial
site, it is not unusual to see several sags
per year at the service entrance, and far
more at equipment terminals.
These voltage sags can have many
causes, among which may be peaks of
magnetization currents, most often at
inclusion of power transformers.
Recessions and the rises of voltage arising sometimes at failures and in transient modes are especially dangerous
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when coming successively with small
intervals of time. The level and duration
of sags depend on a number of external
factors, such as capacity of the transformer, impedance of a power line,
remoteness of the relay from the substation transformer, the size of a cable
through which feed circuits are executed, etc. MPR also have a wide interval
of characteristics on allowable voltage
reductions. As mentioned in, various
types of MPR keep working capability at
auxiliary voltage reduction from the
rated value of up to 70-180 V. Thus MPR
with a rated voltage of 240 V supposes a
greater (in percentage terms) voltage
reduction than devices with a rated voltage 120 V. It is also known that any
microprocessor device demands a long
time from the moment of application of a
feed (auxiliary voltage) to full activation
at normal mode. For a modern MPR with
a built-in system of self-checking this
time can reach up to 30 sec. It means that
even after a short-term failure with auxiliary voltage (voltage sag) and subsequent
restoring of voltage level, relay protection still will not function for a long time.
What is the solution to the problem
posed by the experts from General
Electric? Considering that existing
capacitor trip devices obviously are not
sufficient to feed MPR, as reserved energy in them has only enough for creation
of a short-duration pulse of a current and
absolutely not enough to feed MPR, the
author comes to the conclusion that it is
necessary to use an uninterrupted power
supply (UPS) for feeding the MPR in an
emergency mode. The second recommendation of the author - to add an additional blocking element (a timer, for
example, or internal logic of MPR; will
prevent closing of the circuit breaker
before the MPR completely becomes
activated. Both recommendations are
quite legitimate. Here only usage UPS
with a built-in battery is well known as a
solution for maintenance of a feed while
in an emergency mode. This solution has
obvious foibles and restrictions (both
economic and technical). Use of blocking for switching-on of the circuit breakers can be a very useful idea which
should be undoubtedly used, however, it
does not always solve the problem, as
failure of voltage feeding connected to
operation of the circuit breaker is always
a possibility.
In our opinion, a more simple and
reliable solution to the problem is use of
a special capacitor with large capacity
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connected in parallel to the feed circuit of
every MPR instead of UPS usage. Highquality capacitors with large capacity and
rated voltage of 450-500 V are sold today
by many companies, see the table below.
Use of such capacitor for auxiliary
voltage of 220 V AC requires, naturally, a
rectifier and some more auxiliary elements (Fig. 2).

Table 1.
Parameters of capacitors with large capacity and
rated voltage of 450-500 V.

serves to accelerate the discharging
capacitor up to a safe voltage at switching-off of the auxiliary voltage. Zener
diodes are intended for the maximal
value voltage limits of capacitor C2 at a
level of 240 V. Without such limitations
on the device, output voltage would
reach a value of more than 300 V due to
the difference between r.m.s. and peak
values of voltage. That is undesirable both for MPR and for C2. The
Zener diodes slices part of a voltage sinusoid in which amplitude
exceeds 240V, forming a voltage
trapeze before rectifying. As powerful Zeners for rating voltage
above 200 V are not at present on
the market, it is necessary to use
two series connected Zeners with
dissipation power of 10 W and rating voltage of 120 V, as each of
Zeners (VD1, DD2 - for example
types
1N1810,
1N3008B,
1N2010, NTE 5223A, etc).
As further research of this type
of situation clarified, the problem
Continued on Page 34

Fig. 2. The device for reserve feed of MPR at emergency mode with AC auxiliary voltage.

In this device, a capacitor of large
capacity is designated, such as 2. The C1
auxiliary - not electrolytic - capacitor
with capacity in some microfarads serves
for smoothing pulsations on electrolytic
capacitor C2. It is possible to include also
in parallel to C1 one more ceramic
capacitor with a capacity of some thousand pico-farads, for protection of C2
against the high-frequency harmonics
contained in mains AC voltage. A R1
(200-250 Ohm) resistor limits the charging current of C2 at a level near 1. The
same resistor also limits pulse currents
proceeding through back-to-back connected Zener diodes VD1 and VD2.
Resistor R2 has high resistance and

Fig. 3. The device for reserve feed of MPR
at emergency mode with DC auxiliary voltage.
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microprocessor-based relays
continued from Page 33
of maintenance of reliable feed MPR is relevant not only for
substations with AC auxiliary voltage, but also for substations
with DC voltage. Many situations where the main substation
battery becomes switched off from the DC bus bars are known.
In this case nothing terrible occurs, as the voltage on the bus
bar is supported by charger. However, if during this period an
emergency mode occurs in a power network, the situation
appears to be no better, since use of an AC auxiliary voltage as
charger feeds from the same AC network. Usually an electrolytic capacitors with high capacitance for smoothing voltage pulsations is included on the charger output. Since not
only many MPRs but other devices are connected to a charger
output it is abundantly clear that this capacity is not capable of
supporting the necessary voltage level on the bus bars during
the time required for proper operation of the MPRs. Our
researchers have shown that such high capacitance as 15,000
µF doesn’t provides proper functioning of MPRs at consumption from charger reaches up to 5 – 10 A.
For maintenance of working capability of MPRs in these
conditions it is possible to use the same technical solution with
the individual storage capacitor connected in parallel to each
MPR feeding circuit. Now the design of the device will be
much easier, due to a cut-out from the circuit diagram of
Zeners and rectifier bridge (Fig. 3). The resistor R (100 Ohm)
is necessary for limiting the charging current of the capacitor
at switching-on auxiliary voltage with a fully discharged
capacitor. Diode VD1 should be for a rated current of not less

than 10. High capability quick blow fuse F (5A/1500A, 500V)
is intended for protection of both feeding circuit of MPR and
the external DC circuit to avoid damage of the capacitor.
The prototype of such device with the capacitor 3700 µF,
fig. 4, has shown excellent results at tests, with the various

Fig. 4. The prototype of the device for reserve feed of MPR.
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Fig. 5. Relation between consumption current of MPR and prolonging the reserve feeding with capacitor 3700 µF, at discharging from 240 to 150 V.

loadings which simulate MPRs of various types with different
power consumption, fig. 5.
One more variant of the solution of this problem for substations with DC auxiliary voltage is to not use an individual
capacitor for each MPR, but rather a special “supercapacitor”
capable of feeding a complete relay protection system set
together with conjugate electronic equipment within several
seconds. Such supercapacitors can already be found on the
market under brand names such as: “supercapacitors”, “ultracapacitors”, “double-layer capacitors”, and also “ionistors”.
There are electrochemical components intended for storage of
electric energy. On specific capacity and speed of access to the
reserved en-ergy they occupy an intermediate position
between large electrolytic capacitors and standard accumulator
batteries, differing both from one and the others in their prin-
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ciple of action, based on redistribution of
charges in electrolyte and their concentration on the border between the electrode and electrolyte. The capacity of
modern supercapacitors reaches hundreds and even thousand of Farads, however the rated voltage of one ele-ment
does not exceed, as a rule, 2.3 - 2.7 V. For
higher voltage separate elements connecting among themselves in parallel and
series as consistent units (Fig. 6).

Fig. 7. High-voltage supercapacitors made as single module and main parameters of the
ESCap90/300 type capacitor.

Fig. 6. Internal design of high-voltage (ten
voltages) supercapacitor, assembled from
number of low-voltage elements

Unfortunately, supercapacitors are
not easily incorporated among themselves as ordinary capacitors, demand
leveling resistors at series cells connection and special electronic circuits for
alignment of currents at parallel cells
connections. As a result, such units turn
out to be rather “weighty”, expensive and
not so reliable (there could be enough
damage to one of the internal auxiliary
elements to cause failure of the entire
unit). For example, combined supercapacitor manufactured by NessCap, with a

capacity of 51 F and voltage of 340 V,
weighs 384 kg! One unique company
known to us which produces individual
modules (that is not containing too many
low-voltage cells inside) for high voltage, fig. 7, is the Canadian firm
“Tavrima”. Its ESCap90/300 type supercapacitor (see table below) serves our
purpose quite well.
At use of supercapacitor SC, the
feeding circuit of the protective relays
should be allocated into a separate line
connected to the DC bus bar through
diode D (Fig. 6).
Due to the large capacity of the
supercapacitor, the voltage reduction on
feeding input of MPR at emergency
mode (with loss of an external auxiliary
voltage) will occur very slowly, even
after passage of the bottom allowable
limit of the feeding voltage. From the

personal experience of the author, cases
of false operation of the microprocessor
systems have been known to occur at
slow feeding voltage reduction, below
allowable levels.
This can be explained by the existence of different electronic components
of a high degree of integration serving
the microprocessor, having different
allowable levels of voltage feeding
reduction and stopping the process of
voltage reduction serially, breaking the
internal logic of the MPR operation. If
such equipment is found in the MPR,
used on the given substation, in parallel
to the supercapacitor, it should be connected to a simple voltage monitoring
relay KU, which disconnects the supercapacitor at a voltage reduction below the
lowest allowable level, for example,
lower than 150-170 V.

Fig. 8. Example of usage of the supercapacitor as group power supply for protective relays at emergency mode with DC auxiliary voltage.
KU - voltage relay; SC - the supercapacitor
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